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Abstract 12 

 13 

Intraseasonal (IS) variability in South America is analyzed during the cold season using 10-90 day 14 

bandpass filtered OLR anomalies (FOLR). IS variability explains a large percentage of variance and exhibits 15 

maximum values over Paraguay, northeastern Argentina, and southern Brazil. The leading pattern of FOLR, 16 

as isolated from an EOF analysis, (Cold Season IS pattern, CSIS), is characterized by a monopole centered 17 

over southeastern South America (SESA) with a northwest-southeast orientation. CSIS activity induces a 18 

large modulation on daily precipitation anomalies, especially on both wet spells and daily precipitation 19 

extremes, which are favored during positive (wet) CSIS phases. 20 

Large-scale OLR anomalies over the tropical Indian and west Pacific Oceans associated with CSIS 21 

are similar to those linked to MJO. In addition, large-scale circulation anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere 22 

exhibit evidence of Southern Annular Mode (SAM) activity as well as of Rossby wave-like patterns. Positive 23 

precipitation anomalies in SESA are favored during wet CSIS phases by the intensification of a cyclonic 24 

anomaly located further south, which is discernible over the southeastern Pacific for at least 14 days before 25 

CSIS peaks. The cyclonic anomaly evolution is accompanied by the intensification of an upstream 26 

anticyclonic anomaly, which remains stationary in the southeastern Pacific during the days before the CSIS 27 

peak and then extends poleward over the Antarctica Peninsula. We speculate that the stationary behavior of 28 

the anticyclonic center is favored by a hemispheric circulation anomaly pattern resembling that associated 29 

with a negative SAM phase and a favored wavenumber 3-4 pattern at middle latitudes. 30 

Keywords: Intraseasonal Variability, winter, Outgoing Longwave Radiation, South America. 31 

  32 
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Introduction  33 

Intraseasonal (IS) variability in the South American summer has been thoroughly studied (e.g., 34 

Nogués-Paegle and Mo 1997; Liebmann et al. 1999)., and is usually described through the activity of the 35 

leading Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) pattern of convection or precipitation IS variability. Typically, 36 

IS variability is defined to include periods from 10 to 90 days. The pattern exhibits centers of action of 37 

opposite sign in the South Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ) and in the subtropical region of southeastern 38 

South America (SESA), respectively. Its variability strongly influences the occurrence and intensity of 39 

extreme events of both daily precipitation (e.g., Liebmann et al. 2004) and daily surface temperature (e.g., 40 

Cerne and Vera 2011). Little attention has been devoted to wintertime IS variability, however, despite high-41 

impact phenomena that affect subtropical and extra-tropical South America, such as blocking and cut-off 42 

lows, which exhibit periods longer than those typically associated with synoptic scales.  43 

There is much evidence of the relevance of  circulation variability on IS timescales in the Southern 44 

Hemisphere (SH). Dynamics associated with IS variability in the SH circulation seems to be more complex 45 

and dominated by shorter wave numbers than in the Northern Hemisphere (Ghil and Mo 1991). Kidson 46 

(1999) explored IS variability of the 300-hPa streamfunction daily anomalies using EOF analysis. The 47 

resulting leading patterns display oscillatory features on IS time scales exhibiting wavenumbers 4-5, which 48 

propagate eastward and are mainly confined to middle and high latitudes. In addition, through both 49 

observational analyses and numerical simulations, it has been shown that IS oscillations in the SH winter are 50 

associated with wavetrains extending over the Indian-South Pacific sector that split near Australia, giving rise 51 

downstream to two wavetrains, one along subpolar and the other along subtropical latitudes (Berbery et al. 52 

1992; Ambrizzi et al. 1995). Moreover, the subpolar and tropical wavetrains merge over central or eastern 53 

South Pacific and penetrate equatorward into South America. Mo and Higgins (1998) thoroughly analyzed IS 54 

circulation variability in the South Pacific region during austral winter and found that the first two modes 55 

resemble those named the “Pacific-South American” (PSA, Mo and Ghil 1987) pattern associated with 56 

Rossby wavetrains extending from the central and western tropical Pacific region and arcing northeastward, 57 

towards South America. Moreover, Mo and Higgins (1998) found that the two PSA patterns (PSA1 and 58 

PSA2) are in quadrature with each other and are dominated by wavenumber 3 in midlatitudes. Robertson and 59 
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Mechoso (2003) pointed out that geographically fixed circulation regimes with variability on IS time scales 60 

and spatial structures similar to the PSA are more pronounced during the cold season. On the other hand, the 61 

tropical influence on the extratropical IS variability of the SH seems to be less intense in winter than summer 62 

(Berbery and Nogués-Paegle 1993), suggesting that internal variability within the storm tracks might 63 

dominate during winter.  64 

IS variability over Antarctica and the Southern oceans has also been documented. The Southern 65 

Annular Mode (SAM), a pattern that displays negative (positive) geopotential heights anomalies over 66 

Antarctica and positive (negative) anomalies at middle latitudes in association with a wavenumber 3-4 pattern 67 

during its positive (negative) phase, seems to be primarily responsible for that variability (e.g., Baba et al. 68 

2006; Yu et al. 2011 and references therein). In agreement, Kidson (1999) shows that the SAM, known for its 69 

large interannual variability, also exhibits considerable activity on IS time scales. In addition, the influence of 70 

the activity of eastward propagating waves over the western South Pacific, partially associated with variability 71 

in the tropics, has also been identified as relevant to the IS variability of western Antarctica (e.g., Yu et al. 72 

2011). 73 

In this study we document the principal characteristics of IS variability in South America during the 74 

cold season and relate it to that observed in both the SH circulation and tropical convection. We base our 75 

study on the analysis of the activity of the leading pattern of 10-90 day bandpass filtered OLR anomalies in 76 

South America. We selected OLR to describe the IS variability instead of precipitation because it is a 77 

continuous variable with no extended gaps of missing data, as those exhibited by the daily precipitation 78 

records in South America. Previous work (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 2008) has shown that the OLR anomalies are 79 

able to represent the main features of South American IS variability.  80 

The paper is organized as follows: datasets and methodology are described in Section 2. Section 3 81 

describes the basic climatology of cold season IS variability and the main characteristics of the leading EOF 82 

pattern of filtered OLR anomalies. Regression maps are also presented to analyze the relationship between the 83 

pattern activity and circulation anomalies in South America and in the SH. A discussion of the relevance of 84 

the leading EOF pattern in describing precipitation variability with a focus on its role in modulating the 85 
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frequency of regional wet spells and extreme rain events is also presented. Section 4 includes a summary and 86 

conclusions. 87 

Data and Methodology 88 

Data 89 

The study encompasses the data analysis from 28 austral cold seasons between 1979 and 2006. The 90 

cold season is defined as the 151-day period centered in the June-July-August (JJA) trimester. OLR data were 91 

obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) gridded dataset (Liebmann 92 

and Smith 1996). Daily means for geopotential heights, winds and vertical velocity omega from the National 93 

Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis 94 

dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996) were also used. All datasets are displayed on a 2.5º latitude x 2.5º longitude grid. 95 

Daily precipitation station data were retrieved from CLARIS-LPB online database available at 96 

http://wp32.at.fcen.uba.ar/. Daily precipitation on a 2.5 degree grid developed by Liebmann and Allured 97 

(2005) were also used and will be hereafter referred as LA05 database. 98 

 99 

Methodology 100 

The seasonal cycle was constructed by smoothing the climatological daily means with a 31-point 101 

moving average. Daily anomalies were then calculated at every grid point by subtracting the seasonal cycle. 102 

Filtered OLR anomalies (FOLR) were obtained from daily anomalies band-passed using a 10-90-day 103 

bandpass Lanczos filter with 101 weights (Duchon 1979).  104 

EOF analysis based on the covariance matrix was applied to FOLR to isolate the dominant pattern of 105 

the OLR variability on IS timescales. The leading pattern is hereafter named Cold Season IS (CSIS) and the 106 

associated principal component was standardized and called the CSIS index. Positive (negative) values of the 107 

CSIS index will be referred to as the wet (dry) phase of the leading pattern. 108 

http://wp32.at.fcen.uba.ar/
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Lagged linear regression maps of anomalies of OLR, daily precipitation and both geopotential 109 

heights and winds at 250 hPa, were calculated against the CSIS index to describe the main features of the 110 

circulation anomalies associated with CSIS evolution in the SH and in particular in South America.  111 

Regressions were scaled to a value of one standard deviation of the CSIS index and one day lagged 112 

increments were considered. The correlation coefficient enables the statistical significance of the local linear 113 

relationship between CSIS and the dependent variable at any given grid point to be assessed. The regressed 114 

values are only displayed if they are significant at the 95% level. 115 

The influence of CSIS activity on daily precipitation in SESA was further studied. Special attention 116 

was paid to exploring two specific issues related to CSIS activity: whether it affects the persistence of daily 117 

precipitation occurrence (wet spells) and whether it influences the occurrence of daily precipitation extremes.  118 

The daily precipitation variability in SESA was described using the information provided by nine 119 

precipitation stations retrieved from the CLARIS-LPB database (Table 1). The spatial mean of the daily 120 

precipitation time series from those stations was computed, and the resulting series is called the SESA 121 

precipitation time series. 122 

Tolika and Maheras (2005) defined a wet spell as a period of consecutive days with rainfall above a 123 

particular threshold (e.g., 1 mm) in order to exclude light precipitation and to account for the limited accuracy 124 

of rain gauges (Zolina et al. 2005). In addition, the CCL/CLIVAR Working Group on Climate Change 125 

Detection defined as moderate wet days those with precipitation above the 75th percentile of the distribution 126 

of daily precipitation amounts of at least 1 mm (Peterson et al. 2001). Therefore, in this study we define wet 127 

spells as those periods of at least two consecutive days with rainfall above 1 mm. In a similar way, P75 wet 128 

spells were defined as those periods of at least two consecutive days with rainfall above the 75
th

 percentile of 129 

daily significant precipitation (17.9 mm for SESA precipitation time series). Also, hereafter P75 wet days 130 

refer to those individual days in which precipitation was larger than the 75
th

 percentile value. Daily extreme 131 

precipitation events in SESA were defined as those days in which precipitation was greater than the 90 and 99 132 

percentiles of the wet days (30.9 and 65.9 mm) identified from SESA daily precipitation time series. 133 

 Composite maps of geopotential height anomalies at 250 hPa based on periods associated with wet 134 

spells and CSIS activity were also made to better understand the CSIS influence in modulating the circulation 135 
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anomalies favorable to wet-spell occurrence in SESA. Composite maps were tested using a student’s t-test 136 

with a 95% confidence level. 137 

Results  138 

Climatology of IS variability 139 

 The standard deviation of FOLR was computed to estimate the IS mean variability during the cold 140 

season. Figure 1a shows that the region of maximum standard deviation is located over SESA, elongated 141 

along a northwest-southeast (NW-SE) axis. During the cold season, IS variability explains between 30% and 142 

40% of the total variance (not shown) over SESA. For comparison purposes, the corresponding FOLR 143 

standard deviation for the warm season (defined following Gonzalez et al. 2008, as the 151 day-period 144 

centered in December-January-February) is also included (Figure 1b).  It is known that IS mean variability 145 

during the warm season, as described in previous studies (e.g., Liebmann et al. 1999), exhibits the largest 146 

amplitudes over the SACZ region. A comparison between panels of Figure 1 shows that the maximum of IS 147 

variability associated with the SACZ during the warm season is not present during the cold season, as the 148 

SACZ primarily is a warm season feature. Furthermore, during the cold season IS variability over SESA is 149 

lower amplitude and displaced southward compared to the warm season. 150 

  The power spectrum of the FOLR time series located at 55ºW, 25ºS, which is the region of 151 

maximum variance explained by the IS variability (not shown), displays peaks at around 42-51 days, 23-30 152 

days and around 15-17 days, but none are statistically significant. In agreement, Mo and Higgins (1998) and 153 

Robertson and Mechoso (2003) identified the periods 36-40, 22-25 and 16-18 days as those of maximum 154 

variability of PSA time series derived from 200-hPa streamfunction anomalies over the South Pacific. As we 155 

show below, the matching of the dominant periods of IS FOLR variability in SESA and those of PSA 156 

variability is not coincidental. 157 

Standard deviations of the 10-90-day filtered geopotential height anomalies at 250 hPa were 158 

computed in order to describe the IS variability of the SH circulation (Figure 2). Maximum values are 159 

observed along 60ºS, with peaks over the southeastern Pacific and southwestern Atlantic Oceans. These 160 

values are larger than those observed in the warm season at 60ºS (not shown). It is noteworthy that the region 161 
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of maximum mean variability on IS time scales does not match that of the storm-tracks (associated with 162 

synoptic-scale waves with periods shorter than 10 days) that extends from the southern Atlantic Ocean to the 163 

southern Indian Ocean (e.g., Trenberth 1991).    164 

Unlike the geopotential height, meridional wind equally weights circulation changes at every latitude 165 

and thus is a useful variable to describe hemispheric circulation variability (e.g., Berbery and Vera 1996). The 166 

standard deviation of the 10-90 day filtered meridional wind anomalies at 250 hPa is shown in Figure 3. Two 167 

regions of maximum values are evident, one at subpolar latitudes (~60ºS) over the Pacific Ocean, which was 168 

also evident in the geopotential field, and the other one along subtropical latitudes (~30ºS), extending from 169 

Australia to 120ºW that is not discernible in the geopotential heights (Figure 3). The band of maximum 170 

meridional wind IS variability in the subtropical South Pacific coincides with the subtropical jet region. On 171 

the other hand, the IS variability maximum at high latitudes is extended over the Pacific Ocean, eastward of 172 

the subpolar jet core exit region located over the Indian Ocean (not shown). This  suggests that different 173 

mechanisms may be maintaining the IS perturbations at both subtropical and subpolar latitudes. Standard 174 

deviation maps of both filtered geopotential heights and meridional winds at 850 hPa were also calculated 175 

(not shown). For both variables, the IS variability maximum located over the southeastern Pacific is the only 176 

one observed at low levels at approximately the same location as for the 250-hPa circulation anomalies, 177 

although with smaller values than at the upper levels. 178 

CSIS activity and associated circulation 179 

The first two leading EOF patterns of FOLR are displayed in Figure 4. The first (CSIS) pattern, 180 

which explains 20.7% of the variance, shows a large center of action extended mainly over northern 181 

Paraguay, and southern Brazil, and a weaker center of opposite sign located equatorward (Figure 4a). On the 182 

other hand, the second EOF, explaining 13.4% of the variance, shows a main center east of Uruguay and 183 

another center of opposite sign extending into the tropical Amazon (Figure 4b). The northwest-southeast tilt 184 

of these patterns is also typical of prominent intraseasonal patterns in the warm season (e.g., Nogués-Paegle 185 

and Mo 1997; Liebmann et al. 1999; González et al. 2008), and consistent with a relationship to equatorward 186 

propagating Rossby wave energy (e.g., Berbery et al. 1992). 187 
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The criterion developed by North et al. (1982), considering a typical IS period of 45 days (Kessler 188 

2001), was used to test whether these two EOFS are independent or whether they form a degenerate pair. 189 

Figure 5 shows that the eigenvalue’s error bars corresponding to EOF1 and EOF2 do not overlap and thus 190 

appear to be significantly different from each other. Timescales of the PC1 (CSIS index) and PC2 were 191 

estimated using power spectra (not shown). CSIS exhibits maximum variability at around 34, 16 and 11 days, 192 

while PC2 at around 25 and 12 days. Nevertheless, the spectrum peaks seem to be quite sensitive to small 193 

changes in the time series (and none are deemed significant).  194 

During winter, low values of OLR can be related to other phenomena besides convection, such as 195 

cooling of land surface temperature or the presence clouds (Kousky and Kayano 1994). Therefore in order to 196 

assess if the IS oscillations described by OLR anomalies are also present in precipitation anomalies, lagged 197 

regression maps of daily anomalies of both OLR and precipitation over South America were computed 198 

against the CSIS index. Figure 6 shows the evolution of both OLR and LA05 precipitation regressed 199 

anomalies from 8 days before to 8 days after the CSIS peak, which by design occurs at Day 0. Positive values 200 

of regressed precipitation anomalies are associated with days with above-average precipitation. Throughout 201 

the entire sequence, positive (negative) precipitation anomalies are associated with negative (positive) OLR 202 

anomalies. On Day -8, a center of negative precipitation anomalies extends over SESA that subsequently 203 

weakens and eventually is replaced by a positive precipitation anomaly center that is well-developed by Day -204 

2 and peaks on Day 0. By that day negative precipitation anomalies are observed over northeastern South 205 

America. On Day 0, the whole pattern resembles, as expected, the one associated to CSIS (Figure 4a). During 206 

the following days, the precipitation anomaly maximum weakens while slowly moving northeastward along 207 

the coast. Also, after Day +4 a region of negative precipitation anomalies develops over SESA that is evident 208 

even at Day +8. The alternation of negative, positive and then negative precipitation anomalies over SESA 209 

along the full evolution seems to indicate the predominance of an oscillation with dominant period of around 210 

17 days in association to CSIS activity. For the warm season, Nogués-Paegle and Mo (1997) found, using a 211 

compositing technique, that the timescale for the convective anomalies to complete a cycle in South America 212 

is also approximately 20 days. The fact that CSIS evolution is clearly discernible in both OLR and 213 

precipitation anomalies confirms the ability of the CSIS index to describe the main features of the IS 214 

variability in South America. 215 
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Figure 7 shows the evolution of regressed anomalies of 250-hPa wind anomalies, along with its 216 

divergence, and 500-hPa vertical motion (omega). On Day -8, a NW-SE tilted anticyclonic circulation located 217 

in central Argentina is accompanied with upper-level divergence and mid-level ascent on its western flank, 218 

while convergence and a small area of mid-level descent is observed mainly over Southern Brazil to its east. 219 

On Day -6, a cyclonic circulation is observed off the coast of central Chile, with an associated region of 220 

ascent and divergence over central and northern Argentina. In the following days, the cyclonic circulation 221 

moves into Argentina, accompanied by increasing upward vertical velocity to the northeast. On Day 0, the 222 

cyclone is centered over Argentina while both upper-level divergence and strong ascent correspond to the 223 

maximum positive precipitation anomalies (Figure 6) and the center of action of the CSIS pattern (Fig. 4a). In 224 

addition, upper-level convergence is observed off the coast of central Chile and over Patagonia to the east of a 225 

new anticyclonic circulation center moving from the west. On Day +2, strongest ascent is over southwestern 226 

subtropical Atlantic Ocean, and descent intensifies over Uruguay and central Argentina. On the following 227 

days the circulation pattern weakens while it continues northeastward. A composite at 850 hPa (Figure 8) 228 

reveals that the peak of low-level wind convergence in southern Brazil is on Day -4 before the peak on Day 0 229 

of both ascent and precipitation anomalies. Thus it appears that during the cold season the upper-level 230 

circulation seems to be more important than the low-level circulation in inducing the positive precipitation 231 

anomalies over SESA. 232 

The evolution of OLR regressed anomalies from 14 prior to 4 days following the peak (in intervals 233 

of two days) of CSIS index, is displayed in Figure 9. On Day -14, a center of negative OLR anomalies is 234 

located at around 86ºW, 35ºS. This negative center, although weak, is denoted with an ‘X’ since this is the 235 

center that will develop into the maximum over Paraguay and SE Brazil at Day 0. Also, on Day -14, negative 236 

anomalies are evident over the equatorial Indian and Pacific Oceans towards Australia while positive 237 

anomalies are discernible over Africa. The evolution of these two features in the following days resembles the 238 

composite of the suppressed phase of the northern summer Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO, e.g., Lawrence 239 

and Webster 2002). On Day -12, negative anomalies are still observed over the equatorial and subtropical 240 

sector in the vicinity of Australia. On that day, alternate centers of positive and negative anomalies can be 241 

identified at the southeastern Pacific Ocean, in which the X center, now at 80ºW, 38 ºS, is embedded. On the 242 

following days, the development of these centers becomes more relevant. 243 
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On Day -8, positive anomalies extend along the Equatorial Indian Ocean while the companion 244 

negative anomalies, located eastwards, have weakened considerably. A negative anomaly region still persists 245 

east of Australia that seems to be linked to the alternate centers observed along the south Pacific region. In 246 

addition, on Day -8, the X center is off the Chilean coast; positive anomalies intensify over Paraguay and 247 

southeastern Brazil, while negative anomalies still persist over northeastern South America. On Day -6, a 248 

slow northeastward progression of these three anomaly centers over South America is discernible.  249 

On Day -4, positive anomalies persist in the Equatorial Indian Ocean while alternate anomalies 250 

extend between Australia and the southeastern Pacific Ocean upstream of center X, being more intense those 251 

closer to South America. In addition center X intensifies and stalls over SESA while the two centers located 252 

equatorward over tropical South America weaken. On Day -2, center X continues its intensification, peaking 253 

on Day 0, when it extends with a NW-SE orientation over subtropical South America. Also, on Day 0, 254 

positive anomalies at both sides of center X continue, while over the Equatorial Indian and western Pacific 255 

Oceans the positive anomalies have weaken considerably. Between Day 0 and Day +4, center X remains in 256 

the same position, while it weakens.  257 

In summary, the evolution of the OLR regressed anomalies against the CSIS index (Figure 9), 258 

confirms that the CSIS pattern development in SESA is accompanied by the evolution of centers of OLR 259 

anomalies of alternate sign extended between South America and Australia along the South Pacific Ocean. 260 

Also, some evidence of MJO-like eastward progression of OLR anomalies along the Equatorial Indian and 261 

Pacific sector is observed. 262 

Regression maps of geopotential height anomalies against the CSIS index were calculated between 263 

the levels of 1000 and 100 hPa, and between lags -20 and +20. Vertical cross-sections of the regression (not 264 

shown) were used to identify the level of maximum signal, which is at approximately 250 hPa. Figure 10 265 

shows the corresponding regression maps for 250-hPa geopotential height anomalies from 20 days prior and 8 266 

following the CSIS index peak. On Day -20, a cyclonic anomaly over Antarctica and three centers of 267 

anticyclonic anomalies in middle latitudes are evident, resembling the positive phase of the SAM in 268 

association to a weak but still discernible wave number 3-4 pattern at middle latitudes. During the next few 269 

days, SAM-like pattern weakens while, on Day -14, a PSA-like wavetrain starts to develop with positive and 270 
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negative anomalies alternating from Australia to South America.  The wave train resembles the negative 271 

phase of PSA1 identified by Mo and Higgins (1998), as associated with positive (negative) OLR anomalies in 272 

the tropical Indian Ocean (Maritime Continent). In particular the cyclonic anomaly located at 110ºW, 45ºS 273 

has been identified as center ‘Y’, as it will be the one maximizing on Day 0 over northern Argentina, Uruguay 274 

and SE Brazil in association with the CSIS peak. 275 

On Day -12, the centers, particularly those over the southeastern Pacific, get more defined as they 276 

move slightly eastwards. The pattern observed seems to resemble the PSA2 on its negative phase (Mo and 277 

Higgins 1998). On Day -10, the development of a pattern similar to that associated with SAM negative phase 278 

starts to develop, with a wavenumber 4 signature at midlatitudes. During this and the following days, both the 279 

Y center, as well as the anticyclonic one located upstream, intensify considerably. 280 

On Day -8, two different wavetrains can be identified from Australia to 120ºW:  one along 281 

subtropical latitudes and another along subpolar latitudes. They appear to merge into a single train over the 282 

southeastern Pacific. The two wave trains with primarily zonal propagation can be identified west of 120ºW, 283 

with opposite signed centers at the same longitude. On the other hand, east of 120ºW, both wavetrains merge 284 

and the centers with large NW-SE tilt penetrate into South America. On Day -6, the pattern resembles along 285 

the South Pacific a positive PSA 1 phase (Mo and Higgins 1998), while circulation anomalies over 286 

southeastern Pacific Ocean and South America continue growing. Center Y is located at 80ºW, 40ºS and 287 

progresses into the continent while the anticyclonic anomaly located upstream extends from middle latitudes 288 

to the Antarctica Peninsula, where it is discernible until Day +4. On Day -2, the anticyclonic anomaly peaks 289 

over the southeastern Pacific Ocean while the Center Y continues growing over the southern tip of the 290 

continent with a strong NW-SE orientation, similar to PSA2 positive phase. On Day 0, the Y cyclonic center 291 

reaches its minimum value over eastern Argentina, and its eastern flank is coincident with the OLR anomaly 292 

associated with CSIS pattern (Figure 8, Day 0). During that day, while circulation anomalies over the western 293 

Pacific have weakened considerably, the anticyclonic anomaly center located over the southeastern Pacific 294 

Ocean remains considerable. On this day, the regression pattern is similar to the negative PSA 1, which shows 295 

negative geopotential heights anomalies over SESA and an anticyclonic NW-SE-tilted center upstream, 296 

extending from subtropical latitudes of the eastern Pacific Ocean to the Antarctica Peninsula.   297 
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From days +2 until +8, the anticyclonic anomaly located upstream of Y center continues its 298 

northeastward progression while the Y center moves eastward while decreasing in strength. On Day +4, the 299 

pattern has evolved into a negative PSA 2 phase with the Y center progressing further north. On Day +8, the 300 

anticyclonic anomaly upstream of the Y center reaches the same position that Y center had on Day 0. In the 301 

following days, the regression signal is considerably weaker. 302 

The presence of a quasi-stationary anticyclonic anomaly west of the Antarctica Peninsula in 303 

association to the development of positive precipitation anomalies over SESA on IS timescales has been also 304 

identified by Solman and Orlanski (2010). They found that precipitation anomalies in SESA during the austral 305 

spring are associated with the presence of an anomalous quasi-stationary anticyclonic circulation over 306 

southeastern Pacific Ocean. They showed that ten days before to the SESA precipitation maximum, the 307 

anticyclonic anomaly is located at subpolar latitudes and at around 135ºW, while on the maximum 308 

precipitation day, the anticyclonic anomaly is over the Bellingshausen Sea, extended to the northwest.  309 

Throughout the sequence displayed in Figure 10, it is evident that energy is dispersed along a great 310 

circle route resulting in the tilted wavetrain pattern over SESA associated with the CSIS pattern.  Moreover, 311 

the progression from PSA1 negative phase, to PSA2 negative phase, to PSA1 positive phase, to PSA2 312 

positive phase, and so on, described by the regression maps based on CSIS activity is the evolution identified 313 

by Mo and Higgins (1998) as dominant between PSA1 and PSA2. The latter confirms the large impact of the 314 

leading patterns of IS variability of SH circulation onto the CSIS activity in South America. Nevertheless, the 315 

analysis of Figure 10 also shows influence of SAM activity in association with clear wavenumber 3-4 316 

patterns, which has not been identified in previous work (e.g., Mo and Higgins 1998;  Kidson 1999) as 317 

dominating the IS variability of the SH circulation. 318 

CSIS activity and daily precipitation events 319 

The comparison between the evolution of CSIS index and that of SESA daily precipitation series 320 

(defined in section 2b), shows that daily precipitation seems to be largely modulated by CSIS activity. As an 321 

example, the evolution of daily amounts derived from SESA precipitation time series and that of CSIS index 322 

for the 1986 cold season is presented in Figure 11. Consecutive days of precipitation alternate with periods of 323 

little or no rain, and episodes of rainfall mainly lie within periods of positive CSIS index. A similar behavior 324 
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is observed in most of the other years from the period of study as well (not shown). In agreement, Gonzalez et 325 

al. (2008) showed that the leading pattern of IS variability during the warm season strongly modulates daily 326 

precipitation in SESA. 327 

4228 days lie within the 28 cold seasons considered here, and 1209 of which registered measurable 328 

precipitation (at least 1 mm). Moreover, around 85% of those days correspond to 327 wet spells (defined in 329 

section 2b) of duration 2 to 11 days, while around 15% of them are isolated daily events. 330 

Wet spells in SESA were classified according to the CSIS phase within which they occurred. The 331 

classes considered were: wet (CSIS positive phase), dry (CSIS negative phase), wet-to-dry and dry-to-wet. 332 

The last two categories correspond to those wet spells occurring in periods including CSIS sign changes from 333 

either positive to negative or the other way around. If wet spells that lasted 4 days or more occurred mostly 334 

within a certain CSIS phase excepting for one day of the wet spell, they are classified under that predominant 335 

CSIS phase. For example, a wet spell of 7 days of duration in which 6 days occurred in a positive CSIS phase 336 

is classified as a spell under the wet category. Figure 12 shows the climatological distribution of wet spells 337 

and P75 wet spells that lasted between 2 and 7 days, accordingly to the CSIS phase in which they occurred.  338 

Longer wet spells were rarely observed (see Table 2) and thus they are not shown. Figure 12a shows clearly 339 

how favorable it is for wet spells to occur while CSIS is in a positive phase. For wet spells lasting 2 days, 340 

58.7% occurred in wet CSIS phases and 26.3% in dry CSIS phases. This difference becomes larger as wet 341 

spell duration increases. For example, 84.4% (9.4%) of wet spells lasting 4 days, occurs in CSIS wet (dry) 342 

phases. Figure 12a also shows that neither wet spells of 6 days of duration nor those of 7 days occur in dry or 343 

wet-to-dry categories. 344 

The analysis of the occurrence of P75 wet spells (defined  in section 2b) shows that 306 P75 wet 345 

days are identified in the 28 cold seasons; around 45% of them occurred as 57 P75 wet spells, and around 346 

55% as isolated daily events. Moreover, almost 80% of the P75 wet spells last for two days (Table 2). One 347 

unusual event is a P75 wet spell that lasted 8 days during 1983. In addition, Figure 12b shows the largest 348 

percentage of P75 wet spells are associated with CSIS wet phases, representing up to 80% of those lasting 2 349 

days. Only three P75 wet spells of 4-day duration occurred, with two of them in CSIS wet phases and one in a 350 

dry-to-wet period. 351 
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To better understand the influence of CSIS evolution on wet spells, those of 4 days of duration were 352 

selected and further analyzed. Wet spells of that duration were chosen because they are representative of long 353 

wet spells and they have occurred 32 times in the period under study (Table 2), which is a number large 354 

enough that composites are usually determined to be statistically significant. Composites of daily CSIS index 355 

values were performed on the basis of the 32 events of 4-day wet spells. Day 0 corresponds to the starting day 356 

of the wet spell. Figure 13 shows the mean CSIS index values from Day -9 to Day +3, along with the 357 

dispersion represented as a box plot. Between Days 0 and +3 that correspond to the 4-day wet spell duration, 358 

CSIS mean values are significantly positive (wet phase) and have mean CSIS index values larger than one 359 

standard deviation. The latter reflects the intensity of the CSIS wet phase during the wet spell. The maximum 360 

value of the CSIS index is reached, on average, on the third day of the wet spell. On the other hand, from Day 361 

-1 backward, CSIS composite values decrease becoming around 0 on Day -3 and reaching a minimum value 362 

on Day -5, although the dispersion among the results obtained from the set of 4-day wet spell events is large.  363 

Composites of 250-hPa geopotential height anomalies were computed on the basis of the 32 events 364 

of 4-day wet spell (Fig. 14). Wet spells are seen to occur in association to the development and persistence of 365 

a large cyclonic anomaly over extratropical and subtropical South America. Such an anomaly is related to 366 

circulation anomalies of alternate sign mainly in the South Pacific similar to PSA wavetrains. A comparison 367 

between the circulation anomaly patterns associated with 4-day wet-spells in SESA (Fig. 14) and those 368 

associated to CSIS evolution (Fig. 10) was made. In order to facilitate this, Day 0 in Figure 14 corresponds to 369 

the third day of the 4-day wet spell which in average represents the CSIS peak (Fig. 13). The comparison 370 

shows large similarities in the phase evolution of the PSA-like patterns along the South Pacific, and evidence 371 

of  a negative SAM index as well as in the main features of the circulation anomalies in the vicinity of South 372 

America.  In particular, a ‘Y’ anticyclonic center, equivalent to that defined for CSIS related circulation 373 

anomalies (Figure 10) can be traced in the composites for wet spells since Day -10, acquiring a strong identity 374 

between days -4 and +2 (Figure 14). In addition, a cyclonic anomaly develops in both cases over South 375 

America. However, its propagation seems to be slower in the composite for the wet spells, which might favor 376 

the consecutive days of precipitation in SESA.  377 
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Finally, the CSIS possible influence on daily precipitation extremes in SESA (defined in section 2b), 378 

is explored. Table 3 shows that more than 80% of the daily precipitation extremes occur during a CSIS wet 379 

phase. Composites of daily CSIS index values were performed on the basis of the daily precipitation extreme 380 

occurrence. Day 0 corresponds to the daily extreme date. Figure 15 shows the mean CSIS index values and 381 

dispersion from Day -4 to Day +2. The behavior of the index is similar for type of daily extremes defined by 382 

the 90
th

 (Fig. 15a) and 99
th

 (Fig. 15b) percentiles. The mean CSIS index turns positive at around 3 days before 383 

the occurrence of the extreme event, and approaches  one standard deviation on the day prior to the extreme 384 

event, remaining so on the two following 2 days at least. 385 

Discussion and Conclusions 386 

The IS variability in South America during the cold season is documented in this paper. IS 387 

variability, as described by 10-90 day bandpass filtered OLR anomalies, explains a large percentage of the 388 

OLR variance over South America during that season. FOLR standard deviation exhibits maximum values 389 

over Paraguay and southeastwards. Furthermore, the associated IS variability of the SH circulation shows 390 

maximum amplitude along subpolar latitudes of the Pacific Ocean as well as along subtropical latitudes from 391 

Australia to 120ºW.  392 

The leading pattern of FOLR, or CSIS, as identified by an EOF analysis, is characterized by a 393 

monopole extended with a NW-SE orientation over SESA. The analysis of the CSIS influence on both 394 

precipitation and OLR anomalies in South America shows the alternation of wet and dry periods in SESA 395 

with a dominant period of around 17 days in association to CSIS activity. 396 

The analysis of the large-scale conditions shows that OLR anomalies associated with CSIS evolution 397 

resemble those linked to boreal summer MJO-like activity over the tropical Indian and west Pacific Oceans.  398 

In addition, large-scale circulation anomalies in the SH associated with CSIS activity exhibit evidence of 399 

SAM activity in combination with a wavenumber 3-4 pattern at midlatitudes as well as the development of 400 

PSA-like Rossby wavetrains. This result agrees with previous works that describe the IS variability in the SH 401 

circulation (e.g., Kidson 1999) and with those focusing their studies over western Antarctica (e.g., Yu et al. 402 

2011). Moreover, the phase evolution of the PSA-like patterns influencing CSIS activity in South America  is 403 
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very similar to that described by Mo and Higgins (1998) as associated with the leading patterns of SH 404 

circulation variability on IS time scales.  405 

At regional scales, the increase of positive precipitation anomalies in SESA due to CSIS phase is 406 

favored by the intensification of a cyclonic anomaly center over extratropical South America. Such a cyclonic 407 

anomaly is discernible at least 14 days before CSIS peaks over SESA. During that period, the cyclonic center 408 

progresses from the southeastern Pacific towards South America while its amplitude increases. The cyclonic 409 

center evolution is accompanied by the intensification of an anticyclonic anomaly center located upstream, 410 

which during the days prior to CSIS peak is located over the southeastern Pacific and extends poleward over 411 

the Antarctica Peninsula. It is speculated that the stationary behavior of that anticyclonic anomaly center 412 

located south of South America favors the stalling of the cyclonic center over extratropical South America. 413 

Moreover, the fact that the anticyclonic anomaly center at high latitudes remains almost motionless for more 414 

than 10 days seems to be favored by a hemispheric circulation anomaly pattern resembling that associated 415 

with a negative SAM phase combined with a wavenumber 3-4 pattern. Nevertheless, further research is 416 

needed to better understand how much of that IS circulation variability identified here over the SH is forced 417 

by tropical convection and how much is due to internal atmospheric variability due to wave-mean flow 418 

interaction within the storm tracks. 419 

The analysis of CSIS influence on the character of rainfall events in SESA shows that CSIS activity 420 

induces a large modulation of daily precipitation anomalies. In particular, wet (dry) spells are favored during 421 

positive (negative) CSIS phases. Composite analyses based on 4-day wet spell occurrence show that they tend 422 

to be associated on average with more intense than normal CSIS wet phases. Patterns of circulation anomalies 423 

associated with 4-day wet spells occurrence are very similar those identified as associated to CSIS activity. 424 

The latter confirms the relevant role that IS circulation variability has in both the SH, and in particular, South 425 

America, in promoting long wet spells in SESA. The analysis of P75 wet spells (or those associated with 426 

consecutive days with daily rain amount above the 75
th

 percentile value) gives similar results indicating the 427 

important role of CSIS in also modulating the more intense wet spells. The influence of CSIS activity on the 428 

occurrence of daily precipitation extremes in SESA shows that more than 80% of them occur during a CSIS 429 
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wet phase. We conclude that IS variability is crucial for the development of the regional conditions more 430 

favorable to daily precipitation extreme occurrence. 431 
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Tables 500 

Station Name Latitude (ºS) Longitude (ºW) 

Sao Miguel Do Iguaçu 25.18 54.13 

Sao Miguel Do Iguaçu 25.35 54.25 

Palotina 24.30 59.92 

Parque Nacional Iguaçu 25.63 54.48 

Salto Cataratas 25.68 54.53 

Estreito Do Iguaçu 25.55 53.85 

Sao Jose Dos Campos 22.28 57.94 

Puerto Casado 22.28 57.94 

Concepción 23.44 57.43 

TABLE 1 Stations used for constructiong the SESA precipitation time series. 

 501 

 
Duration 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

WS 179 67 32 22 13 7 2 2 2 1 

P75WS 45 8 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

 

TABLE 2 Number of wet spells (WS) and P75 Wet Spells (P75 WS) observed as a function of their duration 

 502 

Extreme event Threshold (mm) Observed (times) Wet phase Dry phase 

90% 30.9 122 100 (82%) 22 (18%) 

99% 69.5 12 10 (83%) 2 (17%) 

TABLE 3 Descriptive values of precipitation extremes associated to CSIS activity 

 503 

 504 

 505 
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Figure Captions 506 

Fig. 1 Standard deviation of 10-90 day filtered OLR (FOLR) in South America for (a) cold season (May-507 
September) and (b) warm season (November-March). Contour interval is 2 Wm

-2
 508 

Fig. 2 Standard deviation of 10-90 day filtered 250-hPa geopotential height anomalies in the SH for the 509 
cold season. Outer latitude circle is 10ºS and the increment is 20º latitude. Contour interval is 18 mgp 510 

Fig. 3 As in figure 2 but of 10-90 day filtered 250- hPa meridional wind anomalies. Contour interval is 511 
1.5ms

-1
 512 

Fig. 4 (a) First and (b) second leading EOF of FOLR for the cold season. Contour interval is 2 (non-513 
dimensional units), negative contours are dashed and 0 contour is omitted 514 

Fig. 5 Percentage of explained variance by each EOF (North et al., 1982). Bars represent the eigenvalue 515 
error 516 

Fig. 6 Linear regression maps of precipitation (mm day-1, shaded) and OLR (contours) anomalies against 517 
the CSIS index. Contour interval is 2.5 W m

-2
. Negative contours are dashed, and 0 contour is omitted. 518 

Precipitation units are mm day
-1

. Values displayed are significant at the 95% confidence level 519 

Fig. 7 Linear regression maps of wind anomalies at 250 hPa (m s
-1

, vectors) and vertical velocity omega 520 
anomalies at 500 hPa (contours) against the CSIS index. Contour interval is 0.005 Pa s

-1
. Negative 521 

contours are dashed, and 0 contour is omitted. The divergence of the wind regression is displayed in 522 
shaded, with a scale factor of 10

-7
. Values displayed are significant at the 95% confidence level 523 

Fig. 8 Linear regression maps of wind anomalies at 850 hPa (m s
-1

, vectors).  The divergence of the wind 524 
regression is displayed in shaded, with a scale factor of 10

-7
. Values displayed are significant at the 95% 525 

confidence level 526 

Fig. 9 Linear regression maps of OLR anomalies against the CSIS index. Contours increase with a step of  527 
2.5 W m

-2
. Negative contours are dashed and 0 contour is omitted. Values displayed are significant at the 528 

95% confidence level. The “X” identifies the center that develops into the maximum over Paraguay and 529 
SE Brazil at Day 0 530 

Fig. 10 Linear regression maps of 250- hPa geopotential height anomalies against the CSIS index. 531 
Contour interval is 5 gpm.  Negative contours are dashed and 0 contour is omitted. Outer latitude circle is 532 
10ºS and the circle increment is 20º latitude. Values displayed are significant at the 95% confidence level. 533 
The “Y” identifies the center maximizing on Day 0 over northern Argentina, Uruguay and SE Brazil 534 

Fig. 11: Evolution of daily rainfall cumulates from SESA precipitation time series (blue bars) and the 535 
standardized CSIS index (green line), for 1986 cold season (see text for details). 536 

Fig. 12 Climatological distribution of wet spell (a) and P75 wet spell (b) frequency according to CSIS 537 
phases 538 

Fig. 13 Evolution of mean CSIS index values (blue line and circles) and dispersion presented as a box 539 
plot computed over all the events of 4-day wet spells identified during CSIS wet  phases. The days of wet 540 
spell occurrence are from Day 0 to Day + 3. The day in which the wet spell starts is day 0, and it is 541 
marked on the horizontal axis. On each box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 542 
25th and 75th percentiles and the whiskers extend to the most extreme values 543 

Fig. 14 250 hPa geopotential heights anomalies composites for wet spells of 4 days of duration that 544 
occurred during a wet phase of CSIS (gpm, shaded and white contours). Negative contours are dashed 545 
and 0 contour is omitted. Numbers at the top left of each map indicate the number of lag in days respect 546 
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to the day of maximum value of CSIS index, day 0. The wet spell takes place between days -2 and -1, and 547 
days within it are marked with an asterisk. Thick black contours indicate significance to the 95% 548 
confidence level. 549 

Fig. 15 Evolution of mean CSIS index values (blue lines and circles) and dispersion presented as a box 550 
plot over all daily extreme events identified during CSIS wet phases and defined by the (a) 90th and (b) 551 
99th percentile. The day of the extreme event occurrence is day 0, and it is marked on the horizontal axis. 552 
On each box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles and 553 
the whiskers extend to the most extreme values 554 

 555 
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